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While scientific uncertainty always invites the risk of politicization and raises questions of how to communicate about science, this risk is magnified for COVID-19. The limited data and accelerated research timelines mean that some prominent models or findings inevitably will be overturned or retracted. In this research, we examine the attitudes of more than 6000 Americans across five different survey experiments to understand how the cue giver and cue given about scientific uncertainty regarding COVID-19 affect public trust in science and support for science-based policy. Criticism from Democratic political elites undermines trust more than criticism from Republicans. Emphasizing uncertainty in projections can erode public trust in some contexts. Downplaying uncertainty can raise support in the short term, but reversals in projections may temper these effects or even reduce scientific trust. Careful science communication is critical to maintaining public support for science-based policies as the scientific consensus shifts over time.

INTRODUCTION

In March 2020, Imperial College London offered one of the earliest projections of COVID-19 deaths around the world, predicting 2.2 million fatalities in the United States (1) in the absence of control measures and assuming a reproductive ratio of 2.4. The forecast became a guide for public policy and a key impetus for aggressive measures to control the virus’ spread, including closures of schools and places of worship, a pause on meaningful commercial activity, and travel bans. Because of their role in the policy process, impact on citizens’ lives, and apparent erroneous projections, models predicting the course of the COVID-19 epidemic have become a flashpoint for debate about the proper role of science in the policymaking process. Referring to the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) model that was an important basis for the Trump administration’s public health guidelines, Marc Lipsitch of Harvard’s School of Public Health questioned whether the model was “well suited” to the task of predicting COVID-19 fatalities. An epidemiologist from the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center questioned whether the model should be used to guide policy decisions given that small errors in one of the assumptions could and did produce enormous and potentially erroneous projections (2). Before long, criticism of models had become a cable news mainstay. In early April, Fox News host Tucker Carlson denounced epidemiological models and those preaching reliance on them: “At this point, we should not be surprised that the model got it wrong … [they are] completely disconnected from reality” (3).

Scientific uncertainty regularly invites political manipulation and debates about communicating complicated and consequential models to the public (4). Scientific models, in particular, are frequent subjects of political contestation, as in the case of climate change, because they are inherently uncertain and built on abstractions about the theorized relationship between cause and effect, complicated feedback loops, and missing variables or data (4). Models, therefore, are not “true/false but better/worse, and the possible discrepancy regarding the problem or its parts can have several plausible explanations” (5).

COVID-19, as a novel coronavirus, is defined by uncertainty. This is perhaps most readily apparent in models predicting the virus’ spread, which have been plagued by limited data and the emerging scientific assumptions about transmission and public health interventions. Problems with virologic testing made the actual number and spread of infections unknown, and models were fitted to data on confirmed cases that varied spatially and over time, leading to projections that proved wildly inaccurate (6). For example, the IHME model projected U.S. fatalities on the basis of data from cities where the virus had struck initially, meaning Wuhan and cities in Spain and Italy. The model fared reasonably well for New York, but across other states in the United States, actual deaths for a given point in time fell outside the IHME model’s 95% posterior interval between 49 and 73% of the time (7). One clinical physician quoted in a widely shared Science article said “we need to keep a very open mind as this phenomenon goes forward. We are still learning” (8). Scientists understand the uncertainties embedded in models, but because of the direct public health stakes, the models took center stage in public discourse, with political elites and the media communicating complex and uncertain science to a lay audience.

The inevitable reversals in scientific recommendations constitute another manifestation of underlying uncertainty vulnerable to contestation. The speed with which the pandemic spread across the globe triggered an international race to understand the virus and how to combat it. Researchers responded with studies and findings within days and weeks instead of the usual months or years. The inevitable result was that the scientific “consensus” shifted as new data emerged, presenting challenges to policymakers trying to craft public health measures and provide clear and consistent guidance to citizens.

While past studies have generally shown how critics can exploit uncertainty to lower support for science-based policy interventions in prominent policy debates concerning climate change, linkages between tobacco and cancer, and nuclear power (9, 10), there are important reasons to question whether these insights apply to COVID-19. In the current context, the science is far more unsettled, and its potential consequences for the public are more immediate. The incentives for politicization by political elites may also be even higher today given the highly disruptive policy consequences of...
COVID-19 interventions such as lockdowns. For media elites, the stark uncertainty combined with the considerable urgency to report results creates new ambiguities about how to communicate complexity to the public. Media coverage can explicitly acknowledge the unknowns in model projections and COVID-19 science more generally, ignore this uncertainty and paint an unrealistically deterministic portrait of model predictions and the scientific consensus at a given moment, or can go further and “catastrophize” the consequences of not heeding the science (11). How these competing communications, in turn, shape public support for science-based policy responses to the pandemic and trust in science more generally is the focus of this research.

To theorize about political contestation around COVID-19 science, we develop and empirically test hypotheses about the effects of scientific communication on public opinion having to do with both the identity of the cue giver and the substance of the cue itself. First, we advance an argument based on the characteristics of the cue giver. Specifically, we hypothesize that both elite criticism and support for models have differential impacts depending on the public’s priors about the cue giver. Second, we develop a set of hypotheses about the nature of the cue given and whether the uncertainty is ignored, acknowledged, or highlighted and weaponized, and with what effect.

We then test the cue giver and cue given arguments with five original survey experiments. We find that political criticism of COVID-19 models can undermine support for their use and trust in science, but only criticism from Democrats. These results speak to the delicate balance Democratic politicians must strike when publicly engaging COVID-19 science. We find that acknowledging and explaining the uncertainty embedded in models does not increase trust for science and its role in policymaking; we also find conditional evidence that criticism of COVID-19 science emphasizing uncertainty can erode public confidence in some contexts. Communicating the science in ways that are more categorical, sidestepping uncertainty, and weaving in fatalistic interpretations of the data are effective at building support at least in the short term. However, if projections prove incorrect, then arguments emphasizing reversals in projections can temper these gains and, potentially, even decrease support for science-based policymaking.

Effects of the cue giver
The Imperial College model projecting American and British fatalities was the first to guide policy, but models quickly proliferated, becoming the focal point for policy decisions about public health and the economy and attracting both praise and derision from policymakers. In New York, Democratic Governor Andrew Cuomo invoked these projections in his daily briefings, heeding the urgings of one Imperial College scientist advising the Governor to “follow the science.” In contrast, Florida Governor, Republican Ron DeSantis, whose approach was emblematic of a more dismissive approach to science in guiding decisions about reopening, also invoked the models but, disparagingly so, questioning whether “any of the models [had] been accurate so far.” These public gubernatorial statements were representative of Republican/Democratic political elite divides on COVID-19 communication more generally. Green et al. (12) show that Democrats in Congress were engaged earlier and more often on COVID-19–related health questions than Republicans, who were more likely to emphasize business and China in their communication.

On the basis of these modal themes in communication, we hypothesize that criticism of COVID-19 science and support for its use in guiding policymaking will have differential impacts depending on the public’s priors about the cue giver (13, 14). Specifically, we focus here on contra type signaling and hypothesize that the public is more likely to infer that leaders are offering informative signals about models when they advance arguments that conflict with the signaling elite’s expected type or ideological preferences (15). Accordingly, the contra type logic suggests that Democratic skepticism of the utility of COVID-19 models should undermine public trust, while the same criticism from Republican elites will be less influential. By contrast, Republican endorsement of models should increase trust with the public because it is unexpected, while Democratic support, which is expected, should be less influential. However, while most criticisms of COVID-19 models came from Republicans, pro-science public actions and statements of Republicans such as Governors Baker (Massachusetts), DeWine (Ohio), and Hogan (Maryland) offered counterweights. This split may render Republican support for COVID-19 models less unexpected and therefore less influential than Democratic criticism (16), which is the clearest contra type signal.

Effects of the cue given
We hypothesize that the substance of a cue also affects public attitudes and preferences. One type of cue, typically embraced by critics of policies relying heavily on scientific model predictions, emphasizes and exploits uncertainty in an effort to erode support for governmental action (17). Since models involve layers of uncertainty about the natural variability of a scientific process (how it changes over time), measurement errors and incomplete data, or abstractions that leave out important variables or interactions, critics can point to any one of these features seeking to highlight a model’s indeterminacy and undermine the case for policy change (18). Seeking to influence public opinion on climate change, skeptics have sought to exploit uncertainty and articulate it in ways that spread doubt, undermine public confidence in climate science, and induce policy inaction (9, 19–22). If the skeptical cue (9) is effective in the COVID-19 context, then criticism emphasizing the uncertainty in model projections (e.g., conservative columnist Tucker Carlson’s critique quoted previously) and in emerging COVID-19 science more generally would undermine support for science-based responses to the pandemic and, perhaps, also public trust in science more broadly.

Rather than maximize the uncertainty inherent in models, a second approach endeavors to ignore it, which can be manifested in two ways. The first is by offering a point prediction for the model rather than a range that explicitly recognizes the inherent uncertainty surrounding projections. For example, in May 2020, the IHME model predicted that by early August, the United States would suffer a nationwide death toll of 134,475, the figure that headlined most media accounts of the model. On its own website, however, the University of Washington acknowledged sources of uncertainty, such as social distancing behaviors that could affect transmission rates, and presented a range of projected deaths based on the model.

In addition, an even more extreme form of ignoring uncertainty is to catastrophize the consequences of inaction in the face of parlous scientific predictions. In the context of climate change, these narratives emphasized visceral symbols such as drowning polar bears, melting glaciers and polar ice, and hurricane devastation. The accessibility of narratives emphasizing the dire implications of
inaction and downplaying the uncertainty of climate models may resonate with the public and mobilize trust at least in the short term (23). However, some scholars suggest that gliding over the uncertainty and complexity of science in favor of a clear narrative played into the hands of climate skeptics who then accused advocates such as Al Gore of “alarmism” unwarranted by the models (18).

Illustrative of such unqualified prognostication in the context of COVID-19 is an Atlantic headline warning of “Georgia’s experiment in human sacrifice” in reopening its economy faster than recommended by public health guidelines (24). Disregarding the considerable uncertainty in model projections, the Atlantic article implied a near certitude that Georgia’s early reopening would lead to skyrocketing deaths, declaring the state’s citizens “largely unwilling canaries in an invisible coal mine, sent to find out just how many individuals need to lose their job or their life for a state to work through a plague.” While the stark projections may mobilize public cooperation, their uncertainty may mean that they are later proven inaccurate, with potentially adverse impacts on the public’s trust in science.

Last, uncertainty need not be either weaponized or ignored. Rather, it can be communicated dispassionately, acknowledging the uncertainty, knowns and unknowns, ranges of probabilistic projections, and data imperfections in ways that are both more scientifically grounded and possibly more effective in terms of earning trust with the public. Most simply, rather than emphasizing point predictions, science communications can acknowledge uncertainty by presenting ranges that demonstrate the uncertainty surrounding an estimate, but this uncertainty can also be contextualized to educate recipients about the uncertainties inherent in emerging research on a previously unknown phenomenon. Data analyst Nate Silver implicitly endorsed this approach for communicating about COVID-19 when he observed that “the data we have on coronavirus is highly imperfect and this sometimes leads to misleading conclusions” and the media should grant these uncertainties (25). Acknowledging uncertainty avoids the hyperbole and determinism that oversimplify scientific complexities (26) and guards against the potential backfire effect (27, 28) that may result from the catastrophizing cue should its deterministic projections be seen as biased or falsified in the face of contrary evidence. As a result, it may even shore up public support for science. On the other hand, openly conceding uncertainty, which indirectly gestures toward the model’s limitations, may instead increase public skepticism. Raising the specter of the latter dynamic, it is notable that conservative news outlet RedState seized on Silver’s tweet to warn of data manipulation (25).

RESULTS
To evaluate the effect of the cue giver and cue given on public preferences concerning the role of science in shaping the policy response to COVID-19 in particular and attitudes toward science more generally, we carried out a series of five original experiments. For each of these experiments, we examined two dependent variables. The first specifically measured public support for relying on COVID-19 models to guide economic reopening decisions. The second was an additive index constructed from three measures of popular support for science more generally. The first question measured public beliefs that scientists should play an active role in shaping science policy (29). The second measured public confidence in science to act in the public interest (30). The third queried public beliefs about whether scientists’ judgments are unbiased or just as likely to be biased as those of other people (31). The resulting index ranged from 0 to 3 and offers a broad measure of trust in science, which is critical in shaping whether individuals will heed public health guidelines versus overriding them with their own prescriptions that may harm themselves or the community (32).

Study 1: Partisan elite cues experiment
The first experiment examined the influence of partisan elite cues about COVID-19 models on popular beliefs and attitudes. On 2 and 3 May 2020, we examined the responses of 2038 Americans to vignettes about the proper role of COVID-19 epidemiological models in the policy process. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of six experimental conditions that varied endorsement or criticism of models and the partisan identity of the cue giver (Democrat/Republican or Democrat and Republican Governors) or to a control that did not provide any prompt about the role of models or partisan cue.

In impugning the accuracy of model predictions, the critical treatments implicitly seized upon the uncertainty inherent in the models and questioned their policy utility. For example, in the Democratic criticism treatment, subjects were told “Some Democratic Governors have questioned the accuracy of these models.” In a recent interview, one Democratic Governor said, “Decisions about reopening the economy need to be based on common sense and state-specific features, not scientific models.” The Republican criticism treatment used identical language but identified the Governors as Republican. The bipartisan criticism treatment was also identical but stated that “some Democratic and Republican Governors” questioned the accuracy of COVID-19 models and attributed the quote about not relying on models to guide reopening to a recent interview involving “two Governors, one Democrat and one Republican.” The three supportive treatments, again, varied the partisan identity of the Governors (Republican/Democrat or from both parties) but stated that these Governors “endorsed the accuracy” of COVID-19 models and argued that “Decisions about reopening the economy need to be based on evidence and the best evidence we have is the scientific models.”

Figure 1 presents the difference in mean support along each dimension between each experimental condition and the control group. I-bars present 90% confidence intervals around each difference in means. Figure 1 first plots the estimated effect of each treatment among all subjects. However, because the effects of partisan elite cues should logically also vary by the partisan affiliation of the cue recipient (13), Fig. 1 also plots the estimated treatment effect among self-identified Democrats and Republicans.

Perhaps the most common political reaction to COVID-19 models, skepticism and outright criticism from Republican elites, had little effect on either support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening policy in particular or support for science more generally. In no case did criticism of the models attributed to a Republican Governor significantly reduce support for using models to guide policy decisions or adversely affect attitudes toward science more generally. The only statistically significant effect was a backfire (27), which is updating in the direction opposite the elite cue. For Democrats, this cue was neither trusted nor costly. Republican criticism increased Democrats’ support for relying on COVID-19 models by almost 15%. Among Republicans, this cue from a trusted source decreased the percentage strongly supporting the use of COVID-19 models to guide policymaking by 6%, but the difference was not statistically significant.
Republican criticism also had no effect on general support for science. The mean science support index was actually higher for all respondents and for Democrats and Republicans individually in this treatment group than in the control; however, none of the differences in means were statistically significant.

By contrast, criticism attributed to a Democratic Governor, a contra type signal, was more influential. Democratic elite criticism did not significantly reduce support for relying on COVID-19 models specifically. However, it did significantly erode support for science more generally. Among all subjects, the science support index was almost 0.15 SDs lower in this treatment group than in the control, and this difference in means was statistically significant. As we would expect for a contra type signal, there is little evidence that this effect varied across partisan subgroups. For Democrats, these cues were both from a trusted copartisan source and contra type, making them influential. For Republicans, although these cues were not from a trusted source, their contra type nature distinguished them from cheap talk, rendering them influential. The other plausibly contra type signal, Republican support for COVID-19 models, had little effect on either COVID-19–specific or general science attitudes, but Democratic elite support significantly increased general support for science among fellow Democrats, for whom a copartisan was a trusted cue giver.

Last, the two bipartisan treatments necessarily involved one contra type cue and one that was not. We found modest evidence that bipartisan criticism affected attitudes. In the aggregate, this cue reduced strong support for using COVID-19 models to guide policy by 6% ($P = 0.13$; two-tailed test) and, among Republicans, by 13% ($P < 0.05$; two-tailed test). Bipartisan support did not have any significant effect on either dependent variable.

**Study 2: Partisan criticism experiment**

Survey experiments inevitably involve tradeoffs between internal and external validity. The preceding experiment used carefully controlled statements with minimal changes across treatments to maximize internal validity. However, it is also important to examine the effects of real-world rhetoric by prominent politicians on public attitudes. Accordingly, in a second survey, we embedded a new experiment that again varied the partisan affiliation of the cue giver but, this time, added external validity by specifying the name of the cue giver and using their actual words. This second experiment only examined the effect of elite criticism of models, given the limited influence of supportive cues in the preceding experiment and the intrinsic importance of whether elite criticism can undermine support for science, even when that was not necessarily the signaling elite’s intent. We conducted the 7 May 2020 study on a sample of 1008 Americans.

To make the examples concrete, we used actual statements from a Democrat, Governor Andrew Cuomo of New York, and from a Republican, Senator John Cornyn of Texas, that raised concerns about an overreliance on models to inform policy decisions. Both sharply criticized the inaccuracy of model projections and suggested that the great underlying uncertainty rendered them inappropriate guides for policymakers. Appearing on CNN on 15 April 2020, Governor Cuomo suggested that “They come up with all these projections, we’re going to do this in May, we’re going to do this in June, we’re going to do this in July. They have no idea. We have no idea where we’re going to be. Let’s find out where we are. Let’s find out the facts everything for this entire duration. Right? Forty-five days. To now project 60 days forward and say, this is what I think we need to do, stop. Stop with the game.” To be sure, the main point of Cuomo’s remarks was not to question COVID-19 science or to deny its usefulness in guiding policy. Cuomo’s argument was that policymakers should respond to the best available scientific data in real time and de-emphasize future projections, which have a high degree of uncertainty. Nevertheless, he was sharply critical of model projections, and these criticisms may have unintended consequences on public opinion, particularly given that such criticism is contra type and, therefore, is likely to be perceived as credible.

Our second treatment used critical language from a 10 April 2020 tweet by Senator Cornyn: “After #COVID-19 crisis passes, could we have a good faith discussion about the uses and abuses of ‘modeling’ to predict the future? Everything from public health, to economic … predictions. It isn’t the scientific method, folks.” While the language and critique are even sharper, such asymmetries are inevitable when working with actual rhetoric, the substance of the comment is similar. However, this cue is not contra type and, therefore, may be less influential on public attitudes.

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of each treatment on support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening policy and on trust in and support for science more broadly. I-bars present 90% confidence intervals around each difference in means from the control group.
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Study 3: Point predictions, reversals, and ranges of uncertainty

The preceding experiments examined the direct consequences of politicalization when partisan politicians question the accuracy of COVID-19 models. A core feature of both criticisms is that point predictions both ignore uncertainty and invariably change over time, thereby risking reversals or updates that appear to undermine the original predictions. These reversals risk undermining public confidence in science and its role in policymaking. An alternative communication strategy is to explicitly acknowledge the uncertainty inherent in model predictions. The acknowledged uncertainty cue could increase support for science-based policymaking and confidence in science more broadly, but more emphasis on uncertainty could also increase public skepticism about the models’ utility and undermine support.

To test among these possible responses, we conducted a third experiment in two waves between 19 May and 2 June 2020 that randomly assigned 1771 respondents to one of three experimental conditions. The first offered the IHME point prediction from 12 May 2020 of 147,040 COVID-19 deaths by August, with no accompanying estimate of uncertainty. The second condition reported the same point estimate but noted that this figure is “double the estimate produced by the model in April,” a reversal of the original prediction. The third condition, the acknowledged uncertainty cue, offered a range rather than a point estimate, which is more accurate because small changes in assumptions and data upstream for a virus with exponential growth rates can lead to enormous downstream differences in projections. While emphasizing the enormous range in a model’s estimates means that the eventual toll is less likely to be falsified, it could also backfire and undermine confidence because its nearly fourfold difference between lower and upper bound appears indeterminate. Our third treatment informed subjects that a prominent model “now predicts that COVID-19 deaths will reach between 88,217 and 293,381 deaths by August.” All three conditions were based on actual communication of COVID-19 fatality projections in the media (33).

Figure 3 presents the difference in means between the range and reversal treatments and the control group baseline. I-bars show 90% confidence intervals around each estimated treatment effect. Neither treatment significantly affected public support for strongly relying on COVID-19 models to guide reopening decisions. Across all three experimental conditions, between 42 and 45% of subjects believed that policymakers should rely on epidemiological models “a great deal” when deciding when and how to reopen the economy.

However, both treatments highlighting uncertainty in model estimates decreased general public support for science. The reversal treatment, which noted that the May death estimate was double that predicted by the same model in April, decreased the science support index by approximately 0.1 SDs. Acknowledging the considerable uncertainty in model projections by presenting ranges rather than point estimates may insulate scientists from public reversals and their attendant costs. However, the range treatment itself also undermined popular trust in science and science-based policymaking. This treatment decreased the support for science index by more than 0.15 SDs. Such an approach to communicating scientific uncertainty may be more intellectually honest, but it nonetheless comes at a cost of eroding public confidence.

Study 4: Catastrophizing consequences versus weaponizing uncertainty

Our fourth experiment more directly examined competing efforts to communicate uncertainty in ways that either demand urgent action or that caution against relying on scientific model projections to guide policy. This experiment provides the most direct test yet of the relative effects of communications that weaponize uncertainty to cast doubt on COVID-19 science versus those that ignore uncertainty and catastrophize the consequences that will inevitably follow from failing to heed the models.
On 24 and 25 May 2020, we used a 2 by 2 experimental design—varying assignment to the weaponizing, catastrophizing, neither (control), or both treatments—on a sample of 1001 Americans. Subjects randomly assigned to the control group read only the latest point prediction from a prominent model: “Because of relaxed social distancing, many prominent scientific models now predict that more than 130,000 Americans will die of COVID-19 by the end of June.” Subjects in the weaponizing uncertainty group received the same point prediction but were also told the following: “However, some officials note that the data on COVID-19 is imperfect, and the models have high levels of uncertainty and can produce misleading conclusions.” By contrast, after reading the point prediction language, subjects in the catastrophizing treatment received a warning about the dire and almost certain consequences of failing to follow the models: “Some officials argue that re-opening too quickly and ignoring the models’ warning about increased deaths is ‘an experiment in human sacrifice.’” The human sacrifice language was taken directly from prominent media coverage warning against early economic re-openings (24). Last, those in the combined treatment received both arguments.

Figure 4 presents the difference in means between each of the three treatments and the control group baseline. I-bars show 90% confidence intervals around each estimated treatment effect. The weaponizing uncertainty treatment had no corrosive effect either on support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening or on attitudes toward science more generally. In the previous experiment, highlighting major swings in actual model predictions over a short time did significantly reduce public support for and trust in science. However, in contrast to concrete reversals, the argument here emphasizing uncertainty and warning about potentially misleading conclusions had little impact in isolation.

Advocates of an aggressive response to stop the virus’ spread have often pointed to dire model predictions and graphic warnings about the likely death toll to justify an extended lockdown. We found no evidence that such catastrophic cues, which make no mention of the uncertainty inherent in model estimates, backfired, at least in the short term. Instead, stark rhetoric about “human sacrifice” sharply increased support for relying heavily on models to guide reopening decisions by 21%. It also increased the science support score by 0.1 SD, but the effect was not statistically significant.

Last, presenting subjects with both arguments, a call to heed the models to avoid a likely surge in human deaths and a cautionary counter warning of the considerable uncertainty in the models and the potential for error, suggests that the latter tempered but did not completely offset the effect of the former. Support for relying on COVID-19 models to inform policy was still 12% greater in this combined treatment than in the point estimate baseline group. The estimated effect of the combined treatment on support for science more
generally was also smaller than in the catastrophizing treatment, although it, too, was statistically insignificant.

**Study 5: Weaponizing versus acknowledging and contextualizing uncertainty in the scientific process**

The final experiment offers another angle on uncertainty in what scientists know and do not know about the virus and the contestation surrounding unsettled science. The pandemic has forced science to develop models and predictions at breakneck speed. Much of the science will ultimately be unreliable or debunked, with the best available research today being wrong tomorrow. Multiple studies with important policy consequences have ultimately been retracted, notably, a Stanford study suggesting that the virus was less lethal than experts had acknowledged, which the conservative media used to argue that widespread lockdowns were unnecessary. The study was later discredited, and the authors published a revised version that conceded greater degrees of uncertainty about the actual number of infections (34). Furthermore, after months of recommending that healthy individuals not wear face masks, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) changed its guidance in early April in response to mounting evidence of asymptomatic transmission (35). These reversals and retractions of scientific findings with policy consequences highlight the considerable uncertainty in what we know and do not know about the virus and open the door for politicization by critics of science-based policies.

Our final experiment, conducted on a sample of 999 Americans on 24 and 25 May 2020, examines the efficacy of these critiques, as well as the extent to which they can be combated by a pair of justifications that seek not only to acknowledge but also to explain and contextualize the uncertainty inherent in the scientific process. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of four groups. Those in the control group received no discussion of COVID-19 research. Those assigned to each of the three treatment conditions first read a basic prompt describing the accelerated pace of COVID-19 research: “As the coronavirus has spread across the globe, scientific research has raced to keep pace. Preliminary findings are now shared publicly before they have been reviewed by other scientists.” Those in the uncertainty treatment also read a second prompt criticizing the retractions of studies and reversals in guidance that have occurred given the considerable uncertainty underlying early work on COVID-19, broadly consistent with an effort to indict the science because of its uncertainty: “Some officials warn that this speed has come at a cost. Several preliminary studies were flawed, and others offered competing conclusions. As a result, the scientific consensus has changed over time. In some cases, this has led to reversals in scientific guidance, for example over whether the general public should wear masks.”

Subjects in the third and fourth treatments received the same initial prompt and critique as those in the uncertainty treatment. However, subjects in these groups also received arguments that acknowledged and contextualized the uncertainties in COVID-19 science. The first emphasized the immediacy of the pandemic and used it to justify the accelerated pace of scientific research, even if there are inevitable trade-offs. The second justification sought to explain that uncertainty is inherent in the scientific enterprise and that shifts in scientific consensus are part and parcel of the scientific process. Those in the speed justification were told that “other officials argue that such reversals are inevitable given the need to act quickly. Rapid sharing of information can help other researchers studying COVID-19. This improves our understanding of the best way to combat the virus.”

Those in the process justification were instead told that “other officials argue that such reversals are a key part of the scientific process. Scientists constantly update their conclusions based on new data. This improves our understanding of the best way to combat the virus.”

Figure 5 presents the difference in means between each of the three treatments and the control group baseline. I-bars show 90% confidence intervals around each estimated treatment effect. None of the treatments had a significant effect on support for using scientific models to guide reopening decisions. The pattern of results is at least consistent with the criticism treatment reducing general support for science and the two justification treatments blunting that effect. However, none of the differences in means are statistically significant. The pace of COVID-19 research and the extent to which preliminary findings have entered the domain is unprecedented. However, at least in the early stages of the pandemic, we find little evidence that efforts to exploit the resulting uncertainty or defend against such weaponization had significant effects on Americans’ policy preferences or confidence in science.

**The moderating role of scientific knowledge**

Decades of opinion research has shown that most of the public lack basic factual knowledge about science and an understanding of the scientific method (36, 37). The deficit model, even if it has become something of a straw man in the public understanding of science...
literature, has a simple intuitive logic. This lack of understanding fuels skepticism toward science. While studies have plainly shown that the relationships in play are far more complex than the deficit model allows, empirical analyses continue to find strong correlations between science knowledge and attitudes, even after controlling for a host of other factors. As Sturgis and Allum (38) note, “there is ample reason to consider it quite implausible that the well-informed and poorly informed citizen go about the business of making up their minds in the same way.” Accordingly, we examine how scientific knowledge may moderate the effect of communications about scientific uncertainty on attitudes.

We explore two possibilities. First, subjects with greater scientific knowledge may be less swayed by efforts to politicize uncertainty in emerging science on the new coronavirus. Armed with greater scientific understanding, they may be better able to filter out extreme messaging and less responsive to efforts to weaponize uncertainty or catastrophize the consequences of failing to heed model projections. Alternately, it is possible that efforts to politicize uncertainty may be most effective among those with high science knowledge because they have greater ex ante faith in science’s ability to guide policymaking. For example, emphasizing reversals in model predictions or scientific guidance raise questions about the utility of science in policymaking, questions that those with low levels of scientific knowledge may already have. More scientifically literate subjects may better grasp arguments about the considerable uncertainty underlying science on a novel virus and connect them to questions of policy more broadly.

To examine the moderating role of science knowledge, we estimated regression models interacting each treatment with each subject’s scientific knowledge, measured as the number of correct responses to a battery of eight true or false questions. We focus on uncertainty treatments from experiments 3 and 4 where at least one treatment had a statistically significant effect in the aggregate; that is, we examine the effects of the reversal and range treatments on the science support index and of the weaponizing, catastrophizing, and combined treatments on support for the use of COVID-19 models in guiding reopening policy.

The top panels of Fig. 6 show that the effects of both the range and reversal treatments in experiment 3 were greatest among subjects with high levels of scientific knowledge. Among those with low levels of knowledge, the difference in predicted science support scores across treatment and control groups is statistically insignificant. However, as scientific knowledge increases, the gap in predictions grows and science support becomes significantly lower in each treatment group than in the control. A floor effect may explain at least part of this divergence. Support for science is already very low among Americans with low levels of scientific knowledge. As a result, it simply does not have much further to fall in the reversal and range treatments. Alternately, scientifically knowledgeable subjects may have been better able to assess the implications of the reversal and range treatments and update their beliefs accordingly. The intensified negative effects of the reversal and range treatments on support for science among the most scientifically literate raises concerns, but it also suggests an opportunity: Scientifically knowledgeable citizens are most equipped to understand more nuanced arguments, acknowledging and contextualizing this inherent uncertainty. Although beyond the scope of our data and analysis, more sophisticated science communications may be able to blunt these adverse effects.

The bottom panels of Fig. 6 examine the moderating role of scientific knowledge on the effects of the weaponizing, catastrophizing, and combined treatments on support for using COVID-19 models to guide policy in experiment 4. The weaponizing uncertainty treatment

---

**Fig. 6. Treatment effects by science knowledge.** (Top) Effect of the reversal and range treatments from experiment 3 on the science support score. (Bottom) Effects of the weaponizing, catastrophizing, and combined treatments from experiment 4 on support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening. Shaded bands present 90% confidence intervals around point estimates.
did not have a statistically significant effect in the aggregate, and the treatment effect did not vary with scientific knowledge. However, scientific knowledge significantly moderated the effects of the catastrophizing and combined treatments. The catastrophizing treatment, which explicitly downplayed uncertainty and offered dire warnings of the life and death consequences of failing to heed COVID-19 models, significantly increased support for using the models to guide policy. The effect was concentrated among subjects with low levels of scientific knowledge. At the bottom of the knowledge distribution, the effects are extreme, roughly quadrupling the predicted probability of supporting the policy use of COVID-19 models from the control the treatment. However, among scientifically knowledgeable subjects, the treatment had little or no effect. The combined treatment, while less influential than receiving the catastrophizing cue only, similarly had the greatest influence on subjects with low levels of scientific knowledge. If Americans with low levels of scientific literacy are also less attentive and politically engaged in science policy, then the long-term benefit of the boost in support for science produced by the catastrophizing argument observed in the aggregate may be limited.

DISCUSSION

Scientific models reduce complex phenomena into simplified approximations that inform policymakers about the likelihood of future events. Just as without a weather forecast individuals do not know whether to bring an umbrella, without predictions for everything ranging from the economy to climate to contagion, policymakers cannot weigh trade-offs between cost, benefit, and risk nor allocate resources and offer guidance to citizens about how to ensure their well-being. Despite the value of models, they are necessarily imperfect on the basis of incomplete data, missing variables, and uncertainty about the relationship between cause, effect, and the feedback between the two.

Uncertainty raises questions about how political and media communications about an unsettled science of a lethal virus affect public opinion and support for science-based policy solutions. For elites skeptical of emerging science, be they political, media, or economic elites, uncertainty can be manipulated and weaponized because it offers ways to sow doubt, which Bolsen and Druckman (39) show is done “by accentuating a finding’s inherent uncertainty…not in an effort for scientific accuracy but rather in pursuit of a particular agenda.” Highlighting and exploiting uncertainty have successfully undermined public beliefs in scientific claims and combined treatments. The catastrophizing treatment, which explicitly downplayed uncertainty and offered dire warnings of the life and death consequences of failing to heed COVID-19 models, significantly increased support for using the models to guide policy. The effect was concentrated among subjects with low levels of scientific knowledge. At the bottom of the knowledge distribution, the effects are extreme, roughly quadrupling the predicted probability of supporting the policy use of COVID-19 models from the control the treatment. However, among scientifically knowledgeable subjects, the treatment had little or no effect. The combined treatment, while less influential than receiving the catastrophizing cue only, similarly had the greatest influence on subjects with low levels of scientific knowledge. If Americans with low levels of scientific literacy are also less attentive and politically engaged in science policy, then the long-term benefit of the boost in support for science produced by the catastrophizing argument observed in the aggregate may be limited.

To date, most criticisms of COVID-19 models and science, more broadly, have emanated from the political right. However, we find little evidence that criticism from Republicans changes Americans’ willingness to use models to guide reopening decisions or how they view science. Most Americans appear to expect and therefore discount Republican rejection of scientific models because it conveys little new information. On the other hand, Republican support for COVID-19 science, which is a contra type signal, also had little effect. While the most prominent political criticism of the policy relevance of COVID-19 models came from the political right, Republican governors in Maryland, Massachusetts, and Ohio publicly embraced scientific guidance and the need to follow it. This split in Republican elite messaging may have made the Republican support cue in our experiment less unexpected and influential. Democratic criticism, by contrast, does act negatively in the contra type manner hypothesized, eroding public trust because the public infers that the doubt cast on models is not ideologically motivated but rooted in an objective basis to doubt the science.

That the public appears to be more sensitive to the way Democrats discuss models than Republicans puts more onus upon Democrats to communicate the science carefully, especially the censure of models. Even criticism that focuses squarely on inaccurate model projections, such as Governor Cuomo’s comments examined in experiment 2, can have the unintended consequence of undermining trust in science and support for science-based policymaking more broadly.

Turning from the cue giver to the cue given, we also find that while uncertainty is inherent in epidemiological models, acknowledging nuance and uncertainty is initially less persuasive than an alternative cue that emphasizes deterministic and fatalistic outcomes. On the other hand, scientific reversals in those predictions undermines public trust in science. Thus, while the more exaggerated narrative may produce short-term gains in trust, it may come at a longer-term cost when those prognostications are falsified.

Our results offer insights into whether contestation over uncertainty inherent in emerging COVID-19 science has spillover effects by eroding public trust in and support for science more broadly. While an extensive literature examines the impact of ideology (40), news consumption (41), and other correlates of trust in science, important questions remain about how the contextual features of politicized science communication affect attitudes toward science more generally. The COVID-19 pandemic has taken scientific debates that often appear abstract, unfold in relative obscurity behind journal paywalls, and, as in the case of climate change, involve longer time horizons than those salient to most citizens and made these debates of immediate relevance and importance to millions across the globe. Our results suggest that the presentation of the scientific uncertainty in the media and how other actors seek to politicize it affects both immediate public support for using COVID-19 models to guide policymaking and public attitudes toward science more generally. The lasting implications of the latter could be particularly significant.

Our experiments considered COVID-19 model projections and reversals, but scholars might also consider the potential cost to public trust when multiple reversals aggregate. These scenarios might include different types of reversals and consider the erosion of trust when the CDC reverses guidance on masks and projected fatalities. On a related note, whether the effects of reversals vary by institution, for example, whether the public responds differently to reversals by the CDC versus the World Health Organization, should be considered. Researchers might also use alternate experimental designs that permit within-subject analysis to evaluate the erosion of trust over time and whether such reductions persist. This approach could provide further insight into how fluctuating projections and...
the communications about these fluctuations and ranges affect public trust in science and, in turn, the likelihood that the public will follow government health guidelines.

Given the novelty of the COVID-19 virus, scientists will continue to accrue more data, identify missing variables, and learn more about the relationship between human behavior and disease transmission. Our results suggest that a more measured approach to scientific communication that seeks to explain and contextualize uncertainty inherent in the science is not only normatively appealing but also, perhaps, strategic. It does pose some risks. Acknowledging the range in model predictions, instead of presenting a more precise point prediction, reduced public trust in science, particularly among those with high levels of scientific knowledge predisposed to support the scientific enterprise. Endeavoring to explain inherent uncertainty also forgoes potential short-term increases in support for science-based policymaking produced by catastrophizing narratives that ignore the uncertainty underlying scientific projections. However, our results do suggest that when model projections prove wrong, it can erode public support for science. Thus, in the long term, acknowledging and contextualizing uncertainty may minimize public backlash should scientific projections and guidance change markedly.

Sources for experimental design features
To examine the effects of the cue giver on a COVID-19 cue’s perceived credibility and influence on public opinion, experiment 1 used the same two statements either supporting or criticizing the use of models to guide economic reopening decisions. The general statements were based on media reporting of political reactions to the epidemiological models. The experimental manipulations then varied whether the source of the signaling elite was a Democratic governor, a Republican governor, or a pair of governors, one Democrat and one Republican.

Experiment 2 examined the effect of actual rhetoric by prominent politicians on both sides of the aisle about the policy utility of COVID-19 models. The quotation from Governor Andrew Cuomo (D-NY) was taken from a CNN interview on 15 April 2020. The quotation from Senator John Cornyn (R-TX) was taken from a tweet issued by the Senator on 10 April 2020.

Experiment 3 examined the effects of how epidemiological model projections are presented—either as a point prediction; a point prediction that notes the considerable reversal from an earlier estimate; or as a range, rather than a point projection—on public attitudes toward science. The point projection used in the baseline condition was the point estimate from the IHME model, the model most frequently used by the White House, as of 12 May 2020. The reversal notes that the current projection is more than double the estimate from the same model in April (i.e., from the 10 April 2020 report). The final treatment instead gave an estimated range of deaths, rather than a point prediction. The estimate range (88,217 to 293,381) for the range treatment was taken from the Gu model as reported in Stat (33). This was moderately wider than that produced by the IHME model (113,182 to 226,971). Experiment 3 was embedded on two survey waves; the first fielded on May 19 (n = 1020) and the second fielded on June 2 (n = 751). The difference in means and regression analyses pools data from both waves. However, to ensure that there were no systematic differences across waves, we reestimated the models in table S7 with interactions between each treatment and a dummy variable identifying subjects in the second survey wave. In each case, the coefficient on the interaction is statistically insignificant. Replicating the difference in means analysis in Fig. 3 with only data from the first wave yields substantively similar results. Neither treatment had a statistically significant effect on support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening policy. Both the reversal and range treatments decreased the science support score by more than 0.1 SDs; however, with the smaller sample size in just the first survey wave, the former was not statistically significant (P < 0.10; two-tailed test).

Experiment 4 examined the effect of the weaponizing uncertainty and catastrophizing consequences arguments on support for science. The prompt across the treatment and control groups states that “because of relaxed social distancing, many prominent scientific models
now predict that more than 130,000 Americans will die of COVID-19 by the end of June.” This figure is taken from the 4 May 2020 IHME update, which predicted 134,475 U.S. deaths through August.

Last, experiment 5 examined the effect of competing arguments that either criticized the considerable uncertainty inherent in nascent COVID-19 science for producing reversals in the scientific consensus and public health guidance or that explained the inevitability of uncertainty in the current context and justified the continued policy relevance of COVID-19 research. The substance and language of our treatments were based on the media debate playing out in the public sphere (34).

Dependent variables
All five experiments assessed the effect of science communication treatments on two dependent variables. The first question explicitly measured public support for using epidemiological models of COVID-19’s spread to guide policy decisions on economic reopening. Subjects were asked the following: How much should policymakers rely on scientific models that project the likely spread of COVID-19 when deciding when and how to reopen the economy? Subjects answered on a four-point Likert scale ranging from “not at all” to “a great deal.” We then created a binary dependent variable coded 1 if subjects responded “a great deal” and 0 if they selected another option. Across our surveys, “a great deal” was the modal answer with roughly 40% support.

The second dependent variable is an additive index of general support for science constructed from three questions commonly asked in past research on public attitudes toward science. The first question measures support for science-based policy more generally (29). Subjects were asked, “Which of these statements comes closer to your own view, even if neither is exactly right?” Subjects then chose between “scientists should take an active role in public policy debates about issues related to science and technology” or “scientists should focus on establishing sound scientific facts and stay out of policy debates.” From this, we created a variable coded 1 for those who said scientists should take an active role in policy debates and 0 for those who said scientists should stay out of policy debates. The second question, taken from the National Science Foundation’s Science and Engineering Indicators (30), asked, “How much confidence, if any, do you have in scientists to act in the best interests of the public?” Subjects answered on a four-point Likert scale ranging from “no confidence at all” to “a great deal.” From this, we created a binary variable coded 1 for subjects who expressed a great deal of confidence in science and 0 for those who did not. The final question (31), again, asked subjects to choose which statement best reflects their views: “scientists make judgments based solely on the facts” or “scientists’ judgments are just as likely to be biased as other people’s.” From this, we created a variable coded 1 for those who chose the latter and 0 for those who chose the former. The additive science support index ranged from 0 to 3. Across the 6817 combined subjects in our five experiments, it averaged 1.65 with an SD of 1.03.

Statistical analysis
In each experiment, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the experimental conditions and then asked the four questions described above. We use and report two methods for assessing the statistical significance of treatment effects. First, randomization tests showed little evidence of systematic demographic imbalances across experimental conditions in each survey (see tables S2 to S4). Accordingly, Figs. 1 to 5 plot the change in support for using COVID-19 = models to guide reopening decisions (top) and the change in the general science support score (bottom) between each treatment condition and the corresponding control or baseline condition. I-bars present 90% confidence intervals around each difference in means. When the I-bars do not include the origin, the difference in means between the treatment and the control was statistically significant (P < 0.10, two-tailed, test, independent samples, t test). This means that for any difference in means where the I-bar does not include the origin, there is less than a 5% chance of observing an effect this strong or stronger in our experiment when the true relationship is null or in the opposite direction. Thus, 90% confidence intervals are appropriate, given the strong directional expectations for our treatments. Last, while our experiments were powered to detect aggregate effects, as described above, the sample sizes for the partisan subgroup analysis are necessarily smaller. Given our strong directional expectations in the partisan subgroup analyses, 90% confidence intervals are appropriate.

Alternately, we estimated two sets of regressions for each dependent variable in each experiment (tables S5 to S9). Logistic regressions were used to model strong support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening decisions and ordinary least squares regressions to model the general science support score. The independent variables of interest are a series of indicator variables identifying assignment to each treatment condition. In each case, the omitted category is the control or baseline (i.e., the point estimate in experiment 3) condition. The first set of models include only the experimental indicator variables. As a robustness check, table S10 estimates ordered logit models with this specification for each experiment using the full four-point Likert scale version of the variable, measuring support for using COVID-19 models to guide reopening decisions. The second set of models also control for each partisan subject’s partisan affiliation (i.e., indicator variables for Democrats and Republicans), educational attainment, age, gender, and race/ethnicity (i.e., indicator variables for blacks and Latinos) and an eight-point measure of science knowledge, which is an additive index of the number of correct responses to eight scientific factual knowledge questions derived from the National Science Foundation’s Science and Engineering Indicators (30). For each of the science knowledge questions, subjects could answer that the statement was true, false, or that they were unsure.

Last, in each experiment, a subject’s level of factual scientific knowledge was a strong and statistically significant predictor of support for using COVID-19 models to guide policy and the general science support score. To examine whether scientific knowledge also moderated statistically significant treatment effects, we estimated a final pair of models (the final columns of tables S7 and S8). These models interacted each treatment indicator variable with the variable measuring subjects’ scientific knowledge. To ease the substantive interpretation of the interaction effects, Fig. 6 graphically presents the effects of each treatment at different levels of scientific knowledge.
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